Basalte presents design speakers with
custom finish options
Why compromise on the looks if you can still have top quality audio? That is the idea
behind Basalte’s new line of active speakers with many architectural finishes, combined with its
powerful multiroom audio system and beautiful app for iOS/Android.
With Basalte’s Asano multiroom audio system, you can listen to your own and streamed music
throughout the house: perfectly synchronised and in crystal clear quality. Especially the integration of Spotify and Deezer streaming services paved the way for the Asano system to be used
in high-end residential & hospitality projects worldwide.
Consequently, designers can freely use their preferred speakers with the multiroom audio
system. However, Basalte now presents its own line of active speakers, boasting top quality
audio with a choice of architectural finishes to perfectly match your interior: on-wall, in-wall or
free standing.
Aalto
The Aalto active speakers, including the new sound bar, are characterised by their architectural
design. The designer can freely choose from more than 100 front cover looks, made of top
quality fabrics by Kvadrat and Gabriel. Additionally, you can choose the finish of the cabinet,
which is available in the same finishes as Basalte’s line of luxury light switches, including
aluminium, brass and nickel.
Aalto’s integrated amplifiers perfectly match its speakers. With the integrated DSP settings, you
can fine-tune Aalto for your project. Furthermore, the Aalto speakers have an integrated Bluetooth receiver as well as an optical audio input to connect your TV for example.
Cielo
The new Cielo ceiling speakers are the latest addition to the Asano multiroom audio system. They
combine a minimalist design with high-quality audio in three sizes: 5”, 6.5” and 8”. More details
follow.
Discover the Asano multiroom audio system and new speakers by Basalte at Light+Building at
the Basalte stand 11.1 C06. Contact us for a personal introduction.
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